EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Product

EdTech 01

EdTech 02

Sample

Product description

*Price
(Subject to
variation)

Bubblegum Tablet

R1999.00

An affordable Android Tablet that
comes preloaded with Apps and
Educational games. It comes with
parental control mode to ensure safe
interaction online. It is Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth enabled. This can be used
for the ECD programme, enabling
more children to access Educational
Technology. We presently need 24
more computers for our ECD
programme. For a larger sum, this
option can be substituted for Laptops
or Android Tablets, such as ‘School in
a Box’.

24 x R1,999 =
R47, 976

Sony Wireless Headphones Or JBL
Wireless Headphones

R799 per
headset

Wireless headphone equip our young
learners to access our educational
games, such as Eduplay. The
headphones provide quality verbal
instructions so that a learner can
improve their listening skills and learn
from the programmes. We need 12
wireless headphones.

EdTech 03

LEGO® Worlds

*R469.00

LEGO worlds is an open environment
of procedurally-generated Worlds
made entirely of LEGO bricks which
you can freely manipulate and
dynamically populate with LEGO
models. Create anything you can
imagine one brick at a time, or use
large-scale landscaping tools to create
vast mountain ranges and dot your
world with tropical islands! A game
like this can be paired with a Lego set
and the Lego series on Netflix.
EdTech 04

Hohokum

*R205
(Download)

This game transports players to a
vibrant, playful exploratory world.
Players take up a quirky character to
explore and navigate different worlds.
Along the way they encounter puzzles
and games. Each level or “world” has
different goals that users must reach to
continue exploring. This game teaches
kids how to reach goals with the help
of others and solve tricky puzzles.
EdTech 05 Mathseeds Online
Subscriptions

Mathseeds teaches kids aged 3-9 core
math and problem solving skills with
fun online math games and activities.

$49.28

EdTech 06

Samsung Tab E T561 'School in a
R 4,779
Box' 9.6" 8GB Wi-Fi Tablet Bundle per box
- Black.
School in a Box Classic:
Samsung School in a box brings
technology to education, delivering
Education through Touch and
interaction, with the Samsung School
in a box solution. Giving the power to
the user and the ability to learn
digitally.

+- *R700 for
12 months =
*R8 400

EdTech 07

NETFLIX
Netflix, Inc. is an Internet subscription
service company, which provides
subscription service streaming movies
and television episodes over the
Internet and sending DVDs by mail.
Netflix has many educational
programmes for children on the Kids
channel. It also has excellent
documentaries for all members of our
community.

EdTech 08

Kano Star Wars The Force Coding
Kit

R139 per
month x 12 =
R1 668 per
year

$80 =*R1 200

Even a kindergartener can follow the
simple instructions to assemble the
kit's LED-lighted hand control
module. The module's sensors track
hand movements, so you can
manipulate lightsabers and pilot
X-Wings. You can also choose to be a
rebel or fight for the Galactic
Empire—and you can decipher bits of
Aurebesh (the official language of
Tatooine) in the companion app and
instruction manual.

EdTech 09

The Sims 4 - PlayStation 4
A fun way to learn and reflect on
human behavior, systems, and design.

$39.99 =
*R599.85

EdTech 10

FELLOWES PC CLEANING KIT

R329.00

This will enable us to regularly clean
our keyboards and screens so that they
are hygienic and to prevent them from
being damaged.

EdTech 11

Canon 2000D Photography Start
Kit

R7 899.00

The starter kit can be used to teach
photography in an entrepreneurship
group. It can also be used to
photograph events for social media
and for our display boards.

EDUCATIONAL GAMES
Edu 01

K’NEX Education

+- R280 to R600 per
kit

The K’NEX range is
excellent for STEM
challenges for ages 5 to
11. The products are
available online via
Amazon.com and prices
are subject to change.
Basic KNEX kits start at
20 USD.
Edu 02
Translucent Magna-Tiles
feel great in your hand and
click together to form both
two-dimensional shapes
and three-dimensional
objects. Younger kids can

$19.99 to $59.97
= R300 to R900

make a house with a
backyard and fences, or
ice cream cones. With an
older kid, the sky's the
limit.
Edu 03
National Geographic Kids
- 1000 Piece 3D Panda
Puzzle

R69.90

National Geographic
puzzles can be paired with
a Netflix subscription
(Documentaries) and a
National Geographic for
Kids subscription.
Edu 04

National Geographic for
Kids Subscription

£37.00 = * R705.00

These educational
magazines can be paired
with Netflix
documentaries, puzzles
and research tasks. They
also pair well with our
Science station.
Edu 05
100 Piece Sparkly Jigsaw
- Unicorn Kingdom
Complex puzzles with a
1000 pieces or more are
ideal for our older
children, who need more
of a challenge.

R99.90

Edu 06
Frozen - Floor Puzzle

R179.90

Floor puzzles are ideal for
building collaboration
skills. They are also
perfect for the parents who
come to the centre with
their children.
Edu 07

Fun Time Tropical Room
Organiser

R 1,899.00

As organiser such as this
will help us to display
exciting games, challenges
and tasks for our children
to engage with on their
own.
Edu 08

4 Weeks to Read |
Reading System for 4 to 7
Years Old Kindergartners |
Build Confidence With
Their Own Personal
Library, Includes 50
Books, Teaching Manual,
Activities and Workbooks
A set such as this will
enable volunteers to help a
learner whilst they
progress through the
levels. It will also enable
us to measure their
progress and to detect any
problems that can be
remediated.

$99.99 + $46.40
Shipping & Import
Fees Deposit
$146.39 = *R2 195.85

Edu 09

Jolly Table for ECD
learners
These small stackable
tables are perfect for our
ECD lessons. They are the
correct height and we can
use them for our various
learning stations.

R299.00

Edu 10

Numbers pack

R49 x 310= R15 190

We currently teach 310
ECD aged children. We
would like to provide each
child with a starter kit for
numbers.
Edu 11

Alphabet pack

R49 x 310= R15 190

We currently teach 310
ECD aged children. We
would like to provide each
child with a starter kit for
literacy.
Edu 12
Koda Labelle Typist
Chair
The adjustable chair can
accommodate all ages from adult to child. An
ECD learner who sits too
low when they are playing
on the computers is at
danger of developing poor
posture. The typist chair
will ensure the correct
posture and body
positioning of the child
and adult.

R899 (12 sets = R10,
788)

Edu 13

Priddy Books - My First
Alphabet Set (Jigsaw &
Book)

R119.90

Puzzles such as this are
exciting and educational.
They are used as resources
for the ECD curriculum.
Edu 14

Melissa & Doug Shape
Sorting Cube

R 245.00

Shapes are in the ECD
curriculum. Toys such as
this expose the child to the
wooden texture and to the
various shapes.
Edu 15

Fisher Price Laugh &
Learn Storybook
Rhymes

R349.00

Many parents attend the
centre to write a CV and
they bring a small child
with them. Games such as
this are entertaining and
educational for their
children to use whilst they
type their CV.
Edu 16

Learning Resources
Primary Shapes
Template Set
A template such as this
can be used in the ECD
curriculum and for our
homework club. They can
also be used in arts and
crafts sessions.

$14 = *R240.00

Edu 17

Doodle Mat

R99.00 per mat

In an effort to cut down on
paper, Doodle mats will
enable our young children
to draw whilst conserving
paper.

Edu 18

Waltons PrimeLine A4
Whiteboard
Class sizes are roughly 24
pupils. Children can use
the board to answer
questions and draw
pictures. The boards can
also be used for General
Knowledge quizzes and
facilitated events.

Edu 19

Waltons PrimeLine
Double Sided Childrens
Apron

R37.00
37x 24 = R888.00

R67.70 per apron

These aprons are ideal for
messy play. Our children
love sensory bins and
painting.

Edu 20

Essential Oils - Sensory
Learning
Essential Oils can be
added to playdough to
create a sensory learning
experience. The oils can
be matched to the colour such as Lavender for
purple dough - to add to
our integrated learning
experience.

Oils range from R80.00
to R200.00 per bottle

Edu 21

Scoop Rocker
A portable seat for young
children. It is ideal for
reading outside and it
provides additional seating
options in the Learning
Centre.

Edu 22

Wood Designs 34300
Book Display Stand

$39.40 = *R591.00 per
chair

$174.57 = *R2 618.55

The stand will display
books related to themes
that we explore at the
centre.

Edu 23

Prime coloured 1kg
bricks

R 245.00

These lego bricks are
perfect for STEM
activities and they are a
popular choice for our
tweens
( ages 9 to 12)
Edu 24

Learning Resources
Puzzle Globe, 3-D
Geography Puzzle, Fine
Motor, 14 Pieces, Ages
3+
3D puzzles such as this are
good for our ECD
programme and our
holiday programmes.

$34.99 = *R524.85

Edu 25

Learning Resources
Counting Cows Toy Set,
20 Pieces

$19.99 = R299.85

Resources such as this
make learning about
mathematics fun. They
require fine motor control,
colour recognition and
colour recognition.

Edu 26

Learning Resources
Alphabet Soup Sorters,
208 Pieces

$38.37 = R575.55

The soup tins are a perfect
addition to the fantasy
kitchen. Children can cook
delicious meals and learn
about the alphabet.

Edu 27

Didax Educational
Resources Sandpapers
Letters Boxed Set

$28.88 = R433.20

Sensory learning is a key
component in our
education strategy. We
need to build on our
resources that expose a
child to the same learning
area in different textures.
This rough texture can be
contrasted with the soft
texture of playdough.

Edu 28

Didax Educational
Resources Learning
Lift-Off! Blends Game
Literacy is so important
and it is often difficult to
get our children to read.
Fun games like this help

$7.84 = R117.60

us to work on letter blends
and to build literacy skills.

Edu 29

Super Duper
Publications First 100
Sight Words Plus
Sentence Building Fun
Deck Flash Cards

$45.00 = R675.00

These sight words are
perfect for an introduction
to sentence building. They
will be used in our ECD
programme and in the
homework programme.

Edu 30

Learning Resources
Gears! Gears! Gears!
Build & Bloom Building
Set, STEM Learning Toy,
117 Pieces, Ages 4+

$39.99 = R599.85

Our children enjoy any
opportunity to design or
create something. This
STEM toy encourages
critical thinking and
collaboration.
Edu 31

Learning Resources Pop
for Blends Game,
Phonics Game, 2-4
Players, 92 Cards, Ages
6+
This resource will be used
in our ECD programme
and in our homework
programme.

$9.95 = R149.25

Edu 32

Learning Resources Sum $19.99 = R299.85
Swamp Game,
Addition/Subtraction,
Early Math Skills, 8
Pieces, Ages 5+
Our children enjoy playing
games with each other. An
educational game like this
not only builds their
mathematics skills but also
their collaborative skills.

Edu 33

Alphabet Learning
$46.22 = 693.30
Cards | Find Each Letter |
Encourages Reading,
Character Recognition at a
Young Age |
Often educators will bring
children who are under 3
to our ECD lessons. These
soft cards are perfect
resources for our young
learners.

Edu 34

Secret Coders hardcover
Graphic novels are fun
and they encourage
reading. The prices for a
graphic novel range from
$8 to $30.

*R120.00 to R450.00

STATIONERY
Sta 01

Lamination Sheets

R356.99

We laminate ECD resources and photographs of
our children for our notice board. We use a pack a
month.
Sta 02

Cardboard (50 sheets)

R26.50

White cardboard is used to create fun resources for
the ECD programme.
Sta 03

Typek Sappi white bond copy

R71.79

White paper is used to print colouring in activities
and to create resources for the ECD programme.
Sta 04

Staedtler Tradition 110 Pencils HB (Box 12)

R121.50

HB pencils are perfect for homework and for
shading activities in art.
Sta 05

Waltons PrimeLine 6mm Staples No 26/6 W254
Box 5000

R21.90

We often staple CVs and homework assignments.
We use roughly one box per month.
Sta 06

Croxley bond paper flip chart sheets punched
58gsm A1 JD590 (Per 1)

R167.00

These flip chart sheets are perfect for facilitated
events and for homework sessions.
Sta 07

Monami Jumbo Oil Pastels (Set 24)

R59.29

An oil pastel set will be used in our arts and crafts
programmes. We often have artists who volunteer
at the centre and a set like this will be used in these
art sessions.
Sta 08

Waltons PrimeLine Name Badge with Clip and
Safety Pin
At present, our learners sign in on a sheet. In time
we would like to create name badges for our

R3.60 x 100 = R360

regular users. We would also like to use these in
our ECD programme and for badges for our LC
Monitors.
Sta 09

Verbatim flash drive USB2

R105.00

We use a USB to store CVs that need to be printed.
A USB such as this enables us to store resources
and it helps with our printing.
Sta 10

Butterfly project board A4 (pack 50) brights
assorted

R86.30

Cardboard is used for arts and crafts in our holiday
programme.
Sta 11

Bic kids tropicolor colour pencils (set 12)

R32.00

Pencils are very popular with children aged 9 to 15
as they like to draw their own art. In the homework
club, they are often asked to colour in geography
maps or they need to use colour to make notes.
Sta 12

Monami Wax Crayons Retractable Assorted
Pack-12

R46.20

Our children love to colour in and a box of crayons
lasts about a month. Buy donating a box, our
children are able to participate in arts and crafts
activities.
Sta 13

Hp ink F6U14AE
The ink is used to create resources for the ECD
curriculum and for arts and crafts activities. A full
ink set enables us to create engaging and creative
learning resources.

R479.00 (Per colour) = R1
916.00 per set

Services
Ser 01

Carpet Cleaning

R750.00 (Per clean)

We have three carpets in the Learning Centre that
need to be cleaned every four to six weeks.
Ser 02

Laundromat (for Fantasy clothing).

R120.00 per kg

We offer dress up clothing in both the ECD
programme and in our afternoon sessions. This
service enables us to keep our clothing clean as we
do not have a washing machine.
Ser 03

INFINETIX
Service Level Agreement for computer
maintenance
Reactive Support
A service that enables us access to specific support
when we need it.
Proactive Support
Support provided by Infinetix that is run by them.
It is an all-inclusive package.

R5 500 Per month (x12)
= 66 000
R7500 Per month (x 12)
= 90 000

